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Abstract

A new vision in human-robot collaboration has allowed to place robots nearby

human operators, working close to each other in industrial environments. As a

consequence, human safety has become a dominant issue, together with produc-

tion efficiency. In this paper we propose an optimization-based control algorithm

that allows robots to avoid obstacles (like human operators) while minimizing

the difference between the nominal acceleration input and the commanded one.

Control Barrier Functions are exploited to build safety barriers around each

robot link, to guarantee collision-free trajectories along the whole robot body.

Human accelerations and velocities are computed by means of a bank of Kalman

filters. To solve obstruction problems, two RGB-D cameras are used and the

measured skeleton data are processed and merged using the mentioned bank of

Kalman filters. The algorithm is implemented on an Universal Robots UR5 in

order to validate the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

The raise of collaborative robotics has allowed to create shared environments

where robots and humans work closely. In this scenario, the high level skills of

humans can be merged with robot reliability and repeatability, to obtain flexible

and efficient production lines.5

In this context, safety becomes of paramount importance, due to the tight

cooperation between human and machines. Prolong endeavors have been made

to develop an intrinsic safety for robots [1]. This means that, independently from

any kind of failure, malfunctioning or incorrect use, the robot is safe to humans.

Obviously this intrinsic safety can never be completely reached, since robotic10

applications have to take into account production performances. One important

aspect about intrinsic safety is how to detect and behave when unexpected

collisions along the robot body happen, during the working cycle. Bicchi et al

[2] design a joint-actuation mechanism based on variable impedance that allows

to keep high performances while guaranteeing a limited level of injury risk. The15

authors demonstrated that low stiffness is required at high speed, and vice versa.

Haddadin et al [3] present methodologies and experimental tests to demonstrate

how the robot is able to detect collisions and to distinguish between unexpected

collisions and intended cooperation. They also showed that switching from a

position control to zero-gravity torque control (i.e. compliant mode) gives the20

operator the feeling of a safe cooperation. If robot velocities are low, external

proximity/contact-force sensors [4] or robot skin (e.g. Fraunhofer IFF Tactile

Sensor Systems [5]) can safely detect human touch. Collision detection can

also be implemented on industrial robots. Authors in [6] propose a method for

limiting the forces applied by an industrial manipulator when collisions occur.25

They avoid the use of external sensors and they rely on motor current signals.

By exploiting time-invariant dynamic models and neural networks, they are able

to predict the nominal current during the motion and detect collisions.

Usually, when collisions happen, robots are stopped or switched in a compli-

ant mode. However, it can be convenient to generate alternative paths for the30
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robot, preserving task performance and reducing robot downtime or restarts.

To prevent collisions from happening, exteroceptive sensors can be added to

the robotic system to enhance control algorithms. For example, 3D or RGB-D

cameras (e.g. Microsoft Kinect, Asus Xtion, Pilz SafetyEYE [7]), laser scanners

or light projectors [8] detect intrusions of people inside the robot working area.35

The definition of virtual safety surfaces during robot operations (e.g. Fanuc

Dual Check safety [9]) or during manual guidance [10] allows to define safe

working regions that the robot cannot cross.

To prevent robots from stopping, exteroceptive sensors can be used in con-

junction with control strategies to implement collision avoidance. For this pur-40

pose, solutions based on simple robot speed reduction or more complex motion

adaptations (e.v. based on repulsive potential fields associated to obstacles)

are often used. Optimization-based control algorithms, instead, would allow to

avoid to slow-down the robot or to get stuck in local minima of the potential

fields. Wang et al. [11] adopted an optimization-based algorithm and intro-45

duce the role of safety barriers certificates to ensure collision free movements

in multirobot systems. The basic idea is to modify the nominal controller by

means of solving a quadratic problem online, to satisfy the safety constraints.

The control barrier functions are used to guarantee the forward invariance of

the set of safe states: i.e. if a system starts in a collision-free configuration, it50

remains in collision free configurations. Control Barrier Functions around the

end-effector are used in [12] to avoid collisions with the environment.

However, in shared workspaces, the human can collide with the robot along

the whole robot body, not only against the end-effector. For this reason, includ-

ing the whole kinematic structure of the robot inside the safety constraints is55

of utmost importance. In this paper we propose an optimization-based collision

avoidance algorithm based on the Control Barrier Functions (CBFs) presented

in [12]. We extend the construction of barrier functions on each robot link, guar-

anteeing collision free movements along the whole robot body. The resulting

optimal control action, computed online, is the best one that approximates the60

nominal control action still preserving human safety. Preliminar results of the
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proposed approach were presented in [13]. In this paper, we also consider that to

compute the optimization constraints, human joint velocities and accelerations

are needed. As a significant extension of [13], we now describe how to estimate

these values exploiting a bank of Kalman filters, that processes skeleton joint65

positions and orientations coming from a multi-camera system.

Therefore, the main contributions of the paper are the following:

• Two cameras are used to track the human body, to avoid obstruction

problems. Indeed, a bank of Kalman filters is used to merge data from

two cameras, to reduce measurements noise, to solve loss of data due to70

obstructions and to estimate velocities and accelerations of human body

parts.

• The proposed algorithm allows to avoid collisions considering the whole

human body. Indeed, we evaluate the point on the human body that is

the closest to the robot body. Since this evaluation is performed at each75

instant of time, the closest point on the human body changes dynamically,

according to the human movement, and the robot is moved consequently.

• We propose an extended experimental session, by showing the parameters

tuning and performances of the bank of Kalman filters, both when occlu-

sions happen and in static cases, to filter measurement noises. Moreover80

we show the overall performances of the two-cameras optimization-based

algorithm when the robot is in proximity of a human operator.

2. Related Works

Different approaches were presented in the literature to deal with human

safety and collision avoidance in a human-robot shared workspace. A common85

solution is represented by a velocity reduction when the robot approaches the

human. Ragaglia et al. [14] propose a real-time solution to evaluate human

occupancy and safely scale the robot velocity. A 3D camera and simple human

kinematic model are used to predict the space the human will occupy within
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the robot stopping time. The robot velocity is reduced, in order to avoid task90

interruptions. Zanchettin et al. [15] present an optimization-based and real-

time algorithm where safety is regarded as a hard constraint to be satisfied.

The objective is to guarantee safety while keeping high performance levels, by

means of a velocity reduction. The main idea is that the safety distance is al-

ways greater than robot velocity multiplied by its braking time. This strategy95

is applied in the joint space, to avoid time consuming calculations in the Carte-

sian space. Salmi et al. [16] propose a Dynamic Safety System that reduces

the velocity of an industrial robot exploiting a primary non-safe device and a

secondary certified device. These devices create different allowed robot working

areas depending on human position.100

A velocity reduction is not always the best choice, especially when the robot

workspace is wide enough to allow a modification in the robot path. Polverini et

al. [17] apply the concept of kinetostatic safety field on a redundant robot ma-

nipulator, avoiding both self-collisions and human-robot collisions. The safety

field considers a rigid body as a source of danger and it depends on the relative105

position and velocity between the rigid body and the obstacle. Moreover, the

safety field depends on the shape and the size of the source of danger. The

generated joint velocity guarantees a collision-free movement. Levratti et al.

[18] apply the concept of Danger Field presented in [19] on a mobile robot, in

order to avoid human operators in a tire workshop. Ferraguti et al. [20] exploit110

the use of virtual fixtures to implement collision avoidance in a teleoperated en-

vironment, while suggesting a preferred path direction. Virtual fixtures are like

assistive forces obtained by summing attractive and repulsive potential fields.

Haddadin et al. [21] propose a variable attractor dynamics to obtain a reactive

collision avoidance, dealing with external forces and able to serve as an inter-115

polator with arbitrary desired velocity profile. Using potentials can effectively

provide motion replanning and collision avoidance, but the system can be stuck

in local minima and the replanning is somehow unpredictable. All these works

use the distance between the robot and the obstacle as the key element to define

safety.120
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Different approaches are based on the definition of a safey index. For exam-

ple, in [22] the authors propose the potential impact force as a safety evaluation

factor. The safety index is then computed exploiting the relative distance and

velocity between the human and the robot, robot inertia and stiffness. Kulić et

al. [23] design a safe planning and control strategy to evaluate danger in real-125

time along the entire robot arm. The danger index is formulated as a non-linear

impedance controller and it is used to move the robot in a safe region when

potential collisions are detected. The inputs to the safety module are the fol-

lowing robot arm configuration (i.e. position and velocity), the current human

configuration and the estimated human’s level of intent.130

Finally, optimization-based algorithms can be used to obtain the best cor-

rection to the nominal path, with respect to safety constraints. Lin et al. [24]

propose a velocity-based collision avoidance method in human guidance sce-

nario. In [25] the authors consider a more general scenario, where the motion

input is chosen with respect to the Safe Set, solving an optimization problem.135

The definition of a safety index allows to avoid dangerous regions that may lead

to collisions. In this case, the controller is able to bring the system back inside

the safe region, but only after the actual violation of the safety constraint.

In most of the mentioned works, the sensors detecting human presence and

motion are commercial 3D or RGB-D cameras. Even though human motion140

tracking itself and the development of novel sensing technologies for this pur-

pose are relevant research issues (see [26] and [27] for a survey), that would

deserve further investigations, such commercial solutions are generally sufficient

to support experimental validation, at least in a laboratory setup, of the safety

related robot control algorithms, which is also the focus of this paper. On the145

other hand, the integration and fusion of data from multiple sensors (e.g. dual

RGB-D cameras [28] or an RGB-D camera and an inertial measurement unit

[29]) or the use of different estimation methods for position and orientation (see

[30]) are useful solutions to improve the reliability of human motion tracking

data and, therefore, of the validation experiments themselves. In this context,150

Kalman filters and Particle filters are common solutions to the sensor and data
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fusion problem. Other methods (e.g. Sliding Mode Observers [31]), potentially

providing robust estimations, are rarely used for sensor/data fusion and, espe-

cially, are currently unexplored in human motion tracking.

Differently from previously mentioned works, in this paper we propose an155

optimization-based collision avoidance algorithm that keeps the system state

inside a safe region, without violating the safety constraint. Moreover, the pro-

posed algorithm allows to choose the optimal path by computing the minimum

correction with respect to the nominal path. The optimization method also

guarantees that the robot successfully reaches the target, without being stuck in160

local minima. To build the constraints in the optimization problem we adopted

the formulation of Control Barrier Functions. The construction of a barrier

function around each robot link allows to guarantee collision-free trajectories of

the entire robot body. No velocity reduction is needed, hence the robot can fully

exploit its workspace, increasing efficiency. With regard to human tracking, we165

exploit multiple RGB-D cameras and a combination of Linear Kalman Filters

and Extended Kalman Filters (respectively for position and orientation data

processing) based on second order differential kinematic models, as proposed in

[32], to avoid visual occlusions from invalidating the performance obtained with

the proposed control method during the experiments.170

3. Problem Statement

As a consequence of the introduction of collaborative robots and human-

robot interaction technologies, the safety standards have been updated in order

to address the new co-working scenarios. International ISO 10218-1/2 [33, 34]

safety standards have identified specific applications and criteria where collab-175

orative operations can occur. More recently, the technical specification ISO/TS

15066 [35] has been introduced to specify safety requirements for collaborative

industrial robot systems and the work environment, and supplements the re-

quirements and guidance on collaborative industrial robot operations given in

ISO 10218-1 and ISO 10218-2. The safety standards ISO 10218-1/2 and the tech-180
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Figure 1: Safety zones for human-robot collaboration with Speed and Separation Monitoring

technology.

nical specification ISO/TS 15066 describe four collaborative operating modes:

Safety-rated Monitored Stop (SMS), Hand Guiding (HG), Speed and Separa-

tion Monitoring (SSM) and Power and Force Limiting (PFL). In particular, if

a standard industrial robot is involved, the Speed and Separation Monitoring

is typically used: in this modality, the speed and the trajectory of the robot185

are monitored and adjusted depending on the speed and position of the human

operator into the shared workspace. The robot operates at full speed when the

human moves in a green zone, at reduced speed in a yellow zone and it stops

when the operator is in a red zone (Figure 1). The areas are inspected using

scanners or vision systems to monitor the position of the human operator. How-190

ever, the main disadvantage of this modality is that the robot is continuously

stopped if the human access frequently the red zone, affecting the performance

of the cooperative task.

In this paper we propose an initial step towards the preservation of the

high performances typical of industrial robots, which are characterized by high195

speeds of execution. Indeed, we aim at avoiding stopping the robot or scaling

its speed in the presence of the human operator in the shared workspace. The
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focus of the work is to create a safety aware human-robot shared environment

where the robot executes its predefined task while the human operator is work-

ing nearby to collaborate at the same task or to perform a different operation.200

To prevent speed reduction or stopping the robot, we decided to exploit a colli-

sion avoidance algorithm to guarantee the human safety: in this way the robot

can adapt its trajectory to avoid the obstacle (in this case the human operator)

while accomplishing its task at full speed and without interruption. The colli-

sion avoidance algorithm has to continuously adjust the trajectory of the robot,205

considering at any moment the position of the human operator. It has to pro-

vide an effective motion re-planning while minimizing the distance between the

original trajectory and the new one. Therefore an optimization-based algorithm

is needed.

3.1. Proposed Control Architecture210

In order to address the points raised in the Problem Statement, in this

paper we propose the control architecture shown in Figure 2 and described in

the following sections. In particular, the Human Tracking System combines

the data coming from two cameras to continuously track the human body and

to obtain its velocity. Then, this information is fed into the Safety Control:215

the robot nominal trajectory is adapted online, according to human movements

and velocity, to avoid collisions between the human and the robot bodies. To

minimize the difference between the nominal trajectory and the corrected one,

an optimization algorithm is run online, based on robot accelerations. Finally,

the computed safe position is given to the low level robot controller.220

A detailed description of the control architecture components is given in

Section 6.

4. Background on Control Barrier Functions

The constraints on robot control have to guarantee collision-free trajectories.

A suitable mathematical tool to guarantee such a behavior is represented by the225

Control Barrier Functions (CBF) [12] which are briefly described in this section.
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HUMAN
TRACKING
SYSTEM

ROBOT
NOMINAL

TRAJECTORY

SAFETY
CONTROL:

OPTIMIZATION
ROBOT

Figure 2: Overview of the proposed control architecture

Assuming we consider a control affine, nonlinear system of the form:

χ̇ = f(χ) + g(χ)u (1)

where χ ∈ Rn is the system state and u ∈ U ⊂ Rm is the control input, with

U being the set of admissible control values. Functions f and g are locally

Lipschitz continuous.

The control input should keep the system state inside a safe set to guarantee230

that the system remains in a safe region. We can achieve this goal exploiting

CBFs. Basically, CBFs are non-negative functions that grow to infinity for states

approaching to safety constraints, while they become smaller moving away from

them.

A smooth function h(χ) is exploited to define a Control Barrier Function235

that constraints the system state to lay inside the safe region, i.e. for h(χ) > 0,

whereas h(χ) ≤ 0 indicates a violation of the constraint.

The safety region and its boundaries are defined by the set of admissible

states C :

C = {χ ∈ Rn | h(χ) > 0}, h : Rn → R

∂C = {χ ∈ Rn | h(χ) = 0}
(2)

The goal becomes to design a control law u that guarantees the forward invari-

ance of the set C for all future times, i.e. if χ(0) ∈ C then χ(t) ∈ C for all

t ≥ 0. This behavior can be implemented using CBFs, since they relate the240
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system control law with the constraint function h(χ).

More precisely, a function B(χ) qualifies as a CBF by fulfilling the following

properties:

CBF-p1 : A valid CBF is a non-negative function on C

inf
χ∈C

B(χ) ≥ 0

CBF-p2 : The barrier grows as the state χ approaches the constraint from inside

the admissible set

lim
χ→∂C+

B(χ) =∞

CBF-p3 : The CBF grows with the growth rate (with γ > 0)

Ḃ(χ) ≤ γ

B(χ)

These properties make B(χ) behave like the inverse of a K function 1 [36].

We can obtain the following formal definition relating the previous properties245

with the dynamics of a general system of the form (1).

Definition 4.1. ([12], Def. 4 )

Let a continuously differentiable h : R → Rn define C as in (2). A locally

Lipschitz function B(χ) : C → R is a Control Barrier Function, if its Lie

derivatives LfB(χ) and LgB(χ) are locally Lipschitz and if there exist class K250

functions α1, α2 and γ > 0 such that for all χ ∈ C

1

α1(h(χ))
≤ B(χ) ≤ 1

α2(h(χ))
(3)

inf
u∈U

[
LfB(χ) + LgB(χ)u− γ

B(χ)

]
≤ 0 (4)

Since B(χ) → ∞ when h(χ) → 0 and Ḃ(χ) ≤ γ
B(χ) , equation (4) guarantees

that CBF stops growing when the state approaches to the constraint.

1A continuous function α : [0, inf) → [0, inf) is said to belong to class K if it is strictly

increasing and α(0) = 0 is verified.
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Once we define an appropriate CBF, a relationship with the control value u

is derived (i.e. provided that LgB(χ) 6= 0 within the admissible set C ), yielding

to the set of admissible control values KB(χ):

KB(χ) = {u ∈ U | LfB(χ) + LgB(χ)u− γ

B(χ)
≤ 0} (5)

By applying a control input u ∈ KB(χ), we guarantee that the set C is

forward invariant. It is worth noting that CBFs are defined inside the set of255

admissible states C . This means that they are not able to resolve constraint

violations. If the system goes outside the safety set,the controller is not able to

bring the system back inside the safe region.

In the following, we will define the computation of the robot control input

as an optimization problem. The objective of the problem is to minimize the260

norm of the difference between a nominal (i.e. potentially unsafe) control and

the optimal one, that is constrained by CBFs (i.e. it must belong to a given

KB(χ)).

5. Trajectory optimization for collision avoidance

The control system has to solve online an optimization problem to generate265

a collision-free trajectory that is the closest to the nominal one. To this aim, the

previously described CBFs will be exploited to build a set of virtual barriers. If

all the robot links remain in a safe set, then the whole robot body is collision-

free. Thus, it is required to compute all the possible collisions of each robot’s

link with each human’s link.270

To this aim, we need to define a model for each agent of the system (i.e. one

for the human operator and one for the robot). These models allow to represent

mathematically any entity of the system, define its behavior (both dynamic and

kinematic), its spatial shape and the relations between entities. We chose to

model the robot links and the human links using virtual capsules in order to275

enclose them inside the fittest and simplest shape, such that the distances can be

easily computed. Given a couple of Cartesian points, a capsule [37] is a virtual
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object composed by two semi-spheres, centered in that points, and a cylinder,

with longitudinal axis linking the two points.

5.1. Robot model280

Let us denote with x ∈ R3 the Cartesian position of the robot end-effector.

We consider that:

• robot trajectories are planned in terms of desired acceleration ẍdes, to

avoid non-smooth motions (i.e. discontinuous velocities).

• we define the system state as χ = [χ1 χ2]
T

= [x ẋ]
T

. Therefore, the285

system dynamics is given by (1) whose input u is the desired end-effector

acceleration ẍdes, and

f(χ) =


 χ2

03×1


 g(χ) =


03×3

I3×3


 (6)

To compute the distance between each robot link and the human operator

we choose to decompose the robot body into subset of consecutive links. In this

way we can explicitly take into account the kinematic couplings among the links290

of the robot. In particular, according to the serial chain of the manipulator, the

first subset is obtained considering the first link connected to the robot base,

the second one considering the first and the second link and so on.

Considering a serial manipulator with m degrees of freedom (DoF), defined

by m links and m joints, the joint position vector q = (q1, ..., qm) specifies

uniquely the robot configuration. As shown in Figure 3, in the manipulator

we can define m subsets of link, from the base to the end-effector, and each

subset can be associated to a vector Θi = (q1, ..., qi) ∈ Ri (i = 1, ...,m) and to a

Jacobian matrix Jp,i(Θi). If we denote with xc,i ∈ R3 the midpoint on the last

link of each subset, the corresponding Cartesian acceleration can be defined as

ẍc,i = J̇p,iΘ̇i + Jp,iΘ̈i, i = 1...m (7)

where Jp,i ∈ R3×i is the linear velocity part of each Jacobian submodel. It

is worth noting that each submodel state χi = [xc,i ẋc,i]
T

is subjected to a295

dynamics with the same structure of equation (6).
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Figure 3: Example of subset of consecutive links for a m-DoF robot manipulator

Figure 4: Capsules model for the manipulator

As previously introduced, the robot is modeled by usingm capsules, as shown

in Figure 4. Each capsule is composed by a cylindrical part that encloses the

robot link, while the joints at the extremities are enclosed in two semi-spheres.

5.2. Human operator model300

Regarding the model of the human operator, a first simple solution to be

considered could be to enclose the whole body into a single element (eg.a sphere

or a cylinder). However, this solution would be too conservative and simplistic

for a correct human body representation. A less conservative and accurate

human body representation consists in defining an obstacle around each body305

part.

We chose a 12 capsules model (as shown in Figure 5) to embody human parts,

where each capsule is defined by the position of two human joints and a radius.

The joints positions are obtained from the localization system, while the radius
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Figure 5: Capsules model for the human body

is defined a priori considering a generic human body. We chose 12 capsules since310

this is a trade-off between an accurate representation of the human body and

the computational load for computing them online. The capsules incorporating

hands and foots have a radius that allows to include even the fingers.

5.3. Obstacle distance

Once we have defined the human body and the robot body as a composition315

of capsules, we could evaluate the distance between them [38]. However, to

perform this kind of operation online for each pair of robot capsules and human

body capsules would take time, threatening human safety. To further simplify

the computational load, we identify the closest human capsule for each robot

link, i.e. the one at minimum distance from the link itself (Figure 6).320

Thus, we first compute all the distances between human capsules and robot

links middle-points:

dij =‖xc,i − xhj‖ − rc,i, i = 1, ...,m (8)

j = 1, ..., 12

where xc,i ∈ R3 is the i-th link middle-point and xhj
∈ R3 is the point on the
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Figure 6: Example of human capsule closest to link 2 and link 6 of the robot

human capsule j which is closest to xc,i. rc,i is the radius of the robot capsule.

Since this evaluation is performed at each instant of time, the closest point on325

the human body changes dynamically, according to the human movement.

It is worth noting that the choice of the mid-points of robot links was a

design choice. The theoretical findings of the paper hold for any other fixed

point on the longitudinal axis of the considered robot link. Indeed, the distance

is computed according to equation (8) where the radius of the robot capsule is330

constant along the capsule itself. As a consequence, the kinematic chain has to

be built according to the chosen point along the robot link.

Then, in the optimization problem we only need to focus on a single capsule

of the human body for each link of the robot. For ease of notation, in the

following we will refer to the point xhj
, corresponding to the closest human335

capsule, by directly using the term xh.

5.4. Safety barrier function

As introduced in Sec.4, the constraints in the optimization problem, guaran-

teeing collision-free trajectories, are defined in terms of CBFs. We can consider
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the human operator as a moving obstacle with no control input and its skeleton is340

bounded inside capsules. Once we identified the closest capsule on the operator

body, we can define a constraint function hi(χi) on the state χi = [xc,i ẋc,i]
T

for each subset of robot links, as:

hi(χi) = dij −Ds ≥ 0, i = 1, ...,m (9)

where Ds is a desired distance to guarantee a safety margin for the operator.

Now we have to define an admissible CBF for the system. Consider the

dynamic model of the robot in (1) and (6), where ui is the control input, i.e.

the desired acceleration for the i-th link middle-point. A candidate for the role

of a CBF must satisfy the properties CBF-p1, CBF-p2, CBF-p3 (Sec. 4) and

its time derivative must depend explicitly on the input. In other words, the

relative degree between the CBF and the input must be one. This means that a

function based only on the constraint hi(χi), whose relative degree with respect

to the input ui is two, is not a valid candidate. However, the dependency of the

control input ui appears in the time derivative of the constraint function ḣi(χi).

Therefore, an admissible CBF can be chosen as follow:

Bi(χi) = −ln
(

hi(χi)

1 + hi(χi)

)
+ aE

bE ḣi(χi)
2

1 + bE ḣi(χi)2
(10)

The proposed CBF includes a logarithmic term to shape the barrier and a345

tunable term depending on ḣi(χi). By properly tuning the parameters aE and

bE we can decide how far the system will stop from the constraint.

Given an acceleration input, the set of admissible control values (5) for each

i-th robot link is defined as:

aBiui ≤
γ

Bi(χi)
− bBi i = 1, ...,m (11)
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where

aBi =
∂Bi
∂χi

g(χi)

= 2aEbE

(xc,i − xh)T (ẋc,i − ẋh)

‖xc,i − xh‖[
1 + bE

(
(xc,i − xh)T (ẋc,i − ẋh)

‖xc,i − xh‖

)2
]2

(xc,i − xh)T

‖xc,i − xh‖
(12)

and

bBi =
∂Bi
∂χi

f(χi) =

= − (xc,i − xh)T (ẋc,i − ẋh)

(‖xc,i − xh‖)(‖xc,i − xh‖ −Ds)(1+‖xc,i − xh‖ −Ds)
+

+ 2aEbE
(xc,i − xh)T (ẋc,i − ẋh)

(‖xc,i − xh‖)
[
1 + bE

(
(xc,i−xh)T (ẋc,i−ẋh)

‖xc,i−xh‖

)2]2 ·

(
− ẍh(xc,i − xh)T

‖xc,i − xh‖
+
‖ẋc,i − ẋh‖2
‖xc,i − xh‖

−
[
(xc,i − xh)T (ẋc,i − ẋh)

]2

‖xc,i − xh‖3

)
(13)

In our work, differently from [12], we do not consider only the acceleration350

of the end-effector, but the acceleration of each link middle-point. Hence, we

obtain a barrier function for each link, where the control input ui is the desired

Cartesian acceleration ẍc,i in (7). Consequently, we can rewrite each constraint

for the i-th robot link (11) as:

aBi(J̇piΘ̇i + JpiΘ̈i) ≤
γ

Bi(χ)
− bBi i = 1, ...,m (14)

Since it’s not possible to arbitrarily set the value of both joint velocities355

and accelerations, we choose the vector of joints accelerations q̈ as the optimal

control input compatible with the Safety Barriers constraints. The current joint

velocities are given as parameters to the control optimization.

5.5. Optimization problem

The quadratic optimization problem with linear constraints allows to com-360

pute the joints accelerations that will be used as control input. The objective of
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the optimization problem is to minimize the difference between the commanded

control input q̈ and the desired end-effector Cartesian acceleration ẍdes. Mean-

while, it ensures safety by means of the safety barrier functions.

Assuming that the Jacobian matrices are incorporated inR and S, as follows:365

Ri = aBiJ̇pi, Ri ∈ R1×i (15)

Si = aBiJpi, Si ∈ R1×i (16)

the optimization problem is defined as follows:

minimize
q̈

‖ẍdes − J̇robq̇ − Jrobq̈‖2

subject to S1Θ̈1 ≤
γ

B1(χ)
− bB1 −R1Θ̇1

S2Θ̈2 ≤
γ

B2(χ)
− bB2 −R2Θ̇2

...

SmΘ̈m ≤
γ

Bm(χ)
− bBm −RmΘ̇m

‖q̈‖∞ < α

‖q̇ + q̈ ·∆t‖∞ < β

(17)

where Jrob is the Jacobian matrix of the full kinematic chain of the serial robot,

from its base to the end-effector, and ∆t is the sampling period. To obtain a

feasible motion, joint acceleration and velocity bounds α and β are added to

the constraints.370

It is worth noting that the resulting controller is minimally invasive: it allows

to precisely follow the nominal control input when the system is far from safety

violation, while it modifies the behavior when a collision between a link and the

obstacle is approaching.

6. Control Architecture Deployment375

In this work we propose a multi-camera localization system to track hu-

man movements and obtain information about its velocity. Then, the proposed
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optimization-based collision avoidance algorithm replans the robot trajectory to

minimize the difference between the nominal acceleration and the commanded

one, to guarantee human safety.380

SKELETON
TRACKER
(primary)

DATA FUSION SKELETON
BONES

TRAJECTORY
GENERATOR

ROBOT
CONTROLLER

SAFETY
OPTIMIZER

SKELETON
TRACKER

(secondary)

ROBOT

Figure 7: Control Architecture

The proposed control architecture is depicted in Fig. 7. To monitor the

movement of the human operator in the shared workspace we exploit two RGB-

D sensors, to obtain a reliable skeleton tracking. The data fusion is performed

to merge the human skeleton data coming from the two sensors. Data fusion

process exploits a bank of Kalman filters, to reduce data noise and to estimate385

the velocities and accelerations of the human operator joints. To avoid vari-

ability problems due to the variation of links length during skeleton tracking,

the Skeleton Bones component has been introduced. It verifies if all the human

body parts respect the reference values and it adjusts wrong measurements

consequently. To guarantee human safety, we exploit the collision avoidance390

algorithm presented in Sec. 5.5, based on the current distance between the hu-

man body and the robot. The control strategy is minimally invasive, since it

modifies the robot behavior (defined by the Trajectory Generator) only when

the human safety is threatened.

Before going into details on each system component, we make a few assump-395
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Figure 8: Environmental scene considered for the validation of the proposed system.

tions about the environmental scene we are considering for the validation of the

proposed system, depicted in Figure 8:

• The robot is placed on a work table and the human operator can easily

move around it. Since the robot is placed on a table, we can neglect

the lower part of the human body during the evaluation of the safety400

distance for the optimization problem. However, this assumption was

made according to the robotic setup we implemented for the validation

experiments. It is worth noting that the algorithm works even for more

general scenarios (e.g. the robot is placed on the floor) where the whole

human body is considered for collision avoidance. Indeed the skeleton405

tracking algorithm allows to track the whole human body.

• The human operator can interact with the robot or work nearby it. Since

in both cases the human is inside the robot workspace, the proposed

method computes the safety distances and moves the robot in order to

avoid collisions between the human and the robot.410

• The shared workspace is monitored by two RGB-D sensors. They are

placed at a different height with a different orientation. They both have
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to shot the whole scene (i.e. the entire shared workspace) to properly

detect human and robot bodies. However, additional sensors can be used

to obtain a more precise and reliable human tracking, at the expenses of an415

increasing computational load. On the opposite side, only one camera can

be used, loosing the capability of safely managing occlusions. Finally, as

mentioned in Section 1, different sensors can be used to track the human

body, other than RGB-D cameras.

In the following we describe in details each component presented in Fig. 7.420

6.1. Skeleton Tracker

The two Skeleton Tracker components allow to extract skeletal data from

RGB-D sensors, as depicted in Figure 10: black dots represent human joints,

while colored segments represent human links.

From the skeleton data, the information about the pose (i.e. position and425

orientation) of human joints is obtained, with respect to the camera reference

frame. The use of two different cameras allows us to obtain more reliable data

and alleviate the occlusion problem that arises when we relay on a single camera

information. However, the use of two cameras implies to refer both image data

to the same reference frame.430

First, we define which camera is considered the main one (KA in figure 9).

Then, the raw data coming from the other camera (KB) will be transformed

according to the reference frame of the main one. The transformation matrix

TAB , from the reference system B to A, is defined as:

TAB =


R t

0 1




To determine the rotational matrix R and the translation vector t inside the

matrix TAB , we exploit joints data coming from the two cameras. In particular,

when the human is standing still in front of the main and the secondary camera,

joints data are acquired and exploited to minimize the following energy function:
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Figure 9: Reference frames KA and KB of the two cameras, and corresponding transformation

matrix TA
B
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Figure 10: Example of data fusion: the data from the sensors are blended together to obtain

more reliable data

JR =
∑

i

‖ R(si − cs) + t− (mi − cm) ‖2 (18)

where cm and cs are the average centers of mi and si, that are the set of

joints positions from the main camera and the secondary one, respectively. By

minimizing function JR we obtain the transformation matrix to convert data

from the secondary camera frame to the main one. Further details can be found

in [39].435

6.2. Data Fusion

Using multiple sensors allows us to obtain more reliable and consistent data,

reducing the occlusion problem that could arise when using a single camera.

The component of Data Fusion compares and blends together the data from

both the cameras, as depicted in figure Figure 10.440

Since the human is allowed to move freely inside the workspace of the robot,

the data fusion process has to be performed online, to guarantee human safety.
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We use a bank of the quaternion-based Kalman filters described in [40] (i.e. for

each tracked joint), to remove the noise from skeleton tracker data and to blend

the information received from the two sensors. In addition, the Kalman filtering445

module allows to estimate the human joints velocities and accelerations (both

linear and angular), starting from the human joint poses. We denote with pJi

the pose associated to the i-th joint, that includes the position xJi of joint itself

and the orientation of the human link starting from that joint, expressed as a

quaternion qJi. The bank of Kalman filters provides an estimate of the following450

vectors:

ξJi =




xJi

ẋJi

ẍJi


 ; ϑJi =




qJi

ωJi

αJi


 (19)

in which ẋJi, ẍJi, ωJi and αJi denote respectively the linear velocity and accel-

eration of the joint and the angular velocity and acceleration of the link. The

vector ξJi has 9 scalar components and is estimated by a Linear Kalman Filter

(LKF), while ϑJi has 10 components and is estimated by an Extended Kalman455

Filter (EKF), based on the kinematic model of quaternion differentiation (see

[40] for further details).

It is worth noting that data fusion is implemented by updating the same

quaternion-based kinematic model every time that new skeleton data are re-

ceived from any of the two cameras. The data are assumed to be captured460

asynchronously, similarly to the case discussed in [32]. The LKF/EKF up-

date mechanism is executed using a single process noise covariance matrix and

two different measurement noise covariance matrices. The latter are differently

tuned to take into account the discrepancies in the two cameras, mostly due to

their different placement inside the operating scenario.465

In our work we take into account both data missing from the cameras and

camera occlusions. In particular, we refer to ”data missing” when a camera

is disconnected or is not able to track the human body (i.e. skeleton track-

ing matrices containing human joints poses are empty). Instead, we refer to
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”occlusions” when the camera keeps track of the human, but a few joints are470

hidden and the corresponding poses are not available. When data are missing

only from one camera, or occlusions occur, the Kalman Filter relies on the in-

formation coming from the other camera. An example on how we manage this

situation is shown in Section 7.1.2.

If data are missing from both cameras for consecutive time steps, a low level475

time-out stops the robot to preserve human safety.

6.3. Skeleton Bones

One problem that can arise when using a skeleton tracker is the variability

of link lengths, because the length of body segments may change during the

tracking.480

To overcome this problem we introduce the Skeleton Bones component.

When a human operator enters for the first time in the scene and stops in front

of a camera, a measurement on his/her body is performed. Then the reference

values for each body link are computed and stored in this component for that

specific operator. During the online tracking of the human body, each time the485

Skeleton Bones component receives joints data, it computes the current links

lengths. Then, exploiting the stored values, it adjusts the position of the joints

in order to respect the reference lengths. To avoid a continuous adjustment,

we set a threshold ε: when the difference between the current and the reference

values is grater than ε, the correction is made.490

When we consider a human link, we call Ja the first joint we meet if we

try to reach the link starting from the torso, while Ja+1 the following one. If a

correction has to be made, we decided to always move Ja+1.

To perform collision avoidance between the robot and the human operator,

the poses, velocities and acceleration of the human joints, coming from data495

fusion, have to be referred to the robot frame. Therefore we have to define a

transformation matrix from the main camera reference frame to the robot base

frame.

To determine the transformation matrix, we use a marker, placed on the
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Figure 11: Transformation matrices between the main camera and the marker (TA
KA

), the

marker and the robot base (TR
A ) and the main camera and the robot base (TR

KA
).

table near the robot base. Using this marker it is possible to learn the camera

pose with respect to the marker, obtaining the transformation matrix TAKA
in

figure 11. We need a further transformation from the marker to the robot base

(TRA ), to obtain the final transformation matrix from the main camera to the

robot base frame:

TRKA
= TRA T

A
KA

(20)

6.4. Trajectory Generator and Robot Controller

To test the proposed system, we monitor the human movements when inter-

acting with a robot that is following a predefined path, with a fixed end-effector

orientation. We planned robot trajectory offline, computing the end-effector

positions and velocities in the Cartesian space. Then a PD controller we obtain

the desired acceleration as:

ẍdes = KP (xref − x) +KD(ẋref − ẋ) (21)
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where KP ∈ R3×3 and KD ∈ R3×3 are positive definite diagonal matrices and500

xref and ẋref are the reference pose and velocity of the end-effector, while x and

ẋ are the current position and velocity of the robot. This acceleration is fed to

the Safety Optimizer component as the desired acceleration for the optimization

problem.

6.5. Safety Optimizer505

Once the human body has been tracked correctly and its pose, velocity

and acceleration have been computed, the Safety Optimizer component exploits

this information to avoid collisions when the human operator interferes with

the robot trajectory. According to the algorithm presented in Sec. 5.5, this

component determines the minimum deviation from the nominal acceleration if510

a collision is approaching.

At the beginning of Sec. 6 we made the assumption that the robot is placed

on a work table. Hence, we can reduce computational load of the Safety Opti-

mizer component by reducing the number of human-robot capsules we consider

for the collision avoidance. Specifically, we consider only the upper part of the515

human body and we neglect the first robot link because robot base can not move

to avoid the obstacle.

Since collision avoidance relies on the solution of an optimization problem,

cases of not convergence can occur. This means that the system can not find

a feasible solution and human safety is threatened. To preserve safety in a520

conservative way, we command the robot a scaled version of the last commanded

velocity (in our tests we reduced the velocity by 20%), until robot stops if no

feasible solutions are found repeatedly.

In the optimization problem we also need the values of ẋh and ẍh (12)(13).

As previously described, the bank of Kalman filters for data fusion estimates

the linear velocities and accelerations of each joint and the angular velocities

and accelerations of each link. Given this knowledge and considering that xh

belongs to a rigid body represented by the human link, we can calculate ẋh and

ẍh by means of well-known kinematic equations. Such equations propagate the
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estimated velocities and accelerations of the link up to xh, as follows:

ẋh = ẋJa + ωJa × (xh − xJa)

ẍh = ẍJa + ωJa × (ωJa × (xh − xJa)) + αJa × (xh − xJa)
(22)

where: xJa is the first joint of the considered link (i.e. the first joint we meet

before reaching xh starting from the torso joint); ẋJa , ẍJa , ωJa and αJa are the525

related velocities and accelerations as estimated by the LKF/EKF processing

module previously described.

7. Experimental Validation

Different experiments were performed to show the effectiveness of the pro-

posed algorithm. The first experiment was used to validate the bank of Kalman530

filters as estimators of human acceleration and velocity. Then, the second exper-

iment showed how the system manages the occlusion of a camera to guarantee

reliable data. Finally, the optimization-based algorithm was tested in a human-

robot shared environment, where the robot had to follow a nominal trajectory

while the human was working nearby. The results show that the robot deviates535

from the nominal trajectory to avoid the collision with the human operator,

preserving his/her safety during the execution of a task.

The proposed approach, based on CBFs for a serial manipulator, has been

implemented and tested on a Universal Robots UR5, a 6-DoF industrial manipu-

lator designed for collaborative applications. For the first experiment, regarding540

the validation of the Kalman filter banks, we used a 6-DoF Puma 260 robot. As

RGB-D cameras, we used both Intel Realsense D415 and Asus Xtion, to test the

robustness of the Kalman filter on different hardware. The software components

were developed using ROS and OROCOS frameworks. The optimization prob-

lem was solved online exploiting C++ code generated by CVXGEN software.545

7.1. Human body tracking

The first phase of the experimental validation was focused on human body

tracking. First, we tested the effectiveness of Kalman filters banks for velocity
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Figure 12: Experimental setup for testing the skeleton tracking software

and acceleration estimation. To cope with camera occlusion issues, we then

evaluated data fusion from multiple RGB-D cameras.550

7.1.1. Estimation of Velocities and Accelerations

The practical execution of Kalman filters requires the tuning of covariance

matrices associated to the process noise and the measurement noise. Such ma-

trices are generally denoted respectively as Q and R.

The R matrix is related to the measurement technology and it should be555

evaluated when the observed process is in a stationary condition. The Q should

be instead tuned to achieve a good compromise between smoothness and desired

dynamics of the estimation output. For this purpose, it would be important to

compare the estimated values of the Kalman filter outputs with their true values

or, at least, with values estimated with an accurate technique.560

For human body tracking, we developed a solution to obtain such reference

values from a robotic emulation of a human. In particular, we inserted a Puma

260 6-DOF manipulator into the sleeve of a hooded sweatshirt and realized a

fixed structure to sustain the other sleeve and the hood of the sweatshirt. In

the robot initial configuration, the whole assembly mimics the upper body of a565

human in a T-shape posture, as shown in Figure 12. When the robot is moving,

instead, the structure mimics the motion of the right arm of the human.

First, an experimental analysis of the noise affecting the skeleton tracker was
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executed. The measurements used for the evaluation were obtained by detecting

the upper body skeleton of the robotic emulator with the Puma 260 at rest. It570

is worth noting that this stationary condition cannot be achieved when tracking

a real human, due to little movements of the human body even when it is still.

The covariance matrix was calculated from measurement data. The covariance

matrix may vary according to the camera model and to the placement of the

camera itself. In our case, with Intel Realsense D415 camera placed at a distance575

of 3 meters from the robot, we obtained the following setting for each one of

the LKFs:

R = diag(3.2× 10−6, 8.4× 10−7, 1.91× 0−7)

and for the quaternion-based EKFs:

R = diag(1.238× 10−5, 4.756× 10−5, 2.957× 0−5, 4.99× 10−5)

To evaluate the process noise covariance matrix, we followed the rule of

thumb stating that in a Kalman filter used for differentiation higher values580

should be associated to the matrix entries related to higher order derivatives.

In other words, the process noise on accelerations is assumed to be much higher

than that affecting the velocities. After some trials, we obtained the following

values for the LKFs:

Q = diag(10−5, 10−5, 10−5, 10−2, 10−2, 10−2, 10−1, 10−1, 10−1)

and for the quaternion-based EKFs:585

Q = diag(10−5, 10−5, 10−5, 10−5, 10−4, 10−4, 10−4, 10−2, 10−2, 10−2)

The accuracy of the outputs of the Kalman filters has been evaluated by

comparing them with the reference values from the forward kinematics of the

Puma 260. In particular, we focused on the elbow joint orientation and on the
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wrist joint position, assuming that they match respectively with the orientation

of the third link and with the center of the spherical wrist of the Puma robot.590

Velocities and accelerations of the robot links were calculated by processing

kinematics data with a Savitzky-Golay differentiation filter. Since the filter is

non-causal, we assume that its output is the best estimate of first and second

order derivatives that we can get from the robot joints position measurements.

Figures 13(a), 13(b), 14(a) and 14(b) show the comparison between refer-595

ence values (blue lines) and estimated values (red lines) of, respectively, the

linear velocities and accelerations of the wrist and the angular velocities and

accelerations of the elbow. The plots refer to a sequence of motions in which

the base joint (i.e. the human left shoulder), the second and the third joint

of the Puma 260 moved of 60 degrees from the initial configuration shown in600

Figure 12, either simultaneously or one at a time. As depicted from figures,

the outputs of the Kalman filter are similar to the reference values during most

of the motions, with a limited delay. We found that the highest discrepancies

between references and estimates were especially related to motions involving

the third joint (i.e. the human elbow). This effect is due to the elbow position605

tracked from the RGB-D camera, that is not rigidly matching the Puma robot

joint one. Indeed the elbow position is changing its placement on the sweatshirt

sleeve according to the angle between the second and third link of the robot.

7.1.2. Camera occlusion

In the data fusion component we handle the problem of one of the two sensors610

occlusion. In the following plots we show the recorded values of the joint torso

because it is usually the most stable during the tracking.

The plots in Figure 15 show the raw data coming from the principal camera

(blue dashed line), the secondary camera (green dotted line) and the output of

the filter (red solid line). We highlighted the time period where we detected an615

occlusion of one of the sensors.

In particular, we can observe two occlusion episodes:

• in the first episode the occluded camera was the second one. During
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(a) Linear velocity of the wrist joint

(b) Linear acceleration of the wrist joint

Figure 13: Comparison between the estimated data from the Kalman filter (red line) and

calculated data from Puma 260 kinematics (blue line).
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(a) Angular velocity of the elbow

(b) Angular acceleration of the elbow

Figure 14: Comparison between the estimated data from the Kalman filter (red line) and

calculated data from Puma 260 kinematics (blue line).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15: Comparison between the cameras raw data and the output data from the data

fusion component. Joint torso is chosen as example. Data coming from the principal camera

are depicted with a blue dashed line, the secondary camera ones with a green dotted line and

the output of the filter with a red solid line. We highlighted the time period where we detect

an occlusion of one of the sensors. 35Jo
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the occlusion, the sensor kept sending the same value for a short time,

as the joint torso was completely still. In the meantime, the principal620

camera kept recording the joint torso movements. As a result, even if the

secondary camera could not send reliable data, the data fusion component

computed a reliable output by exploiting only the principal camera data;

• in the second episode the occluded camera was the principal one. In this

case, the Kalman filter exploited the data from the secondary sensor even625

if they were more noisy with respect to the principal camera. We can

also note that the system reduced the noise from the secondary camera

by removing the outliers.

We can note that the secondary camera data are more unstable and noisy

than the one from the main camera. Moreover, there is a small offset in the data630

received from the two sensors. This offset is due to the data reference frame

transformation from the secondary camera to the principal one. To overcome

this problem, the Kalman filter had to closely follow the data from the principal

camera. Hence, a different priority was given to the sensors: once new data

arrive to one of the two sensors, the joint data are updated with different co-635

variance matrices (i.e. principal camera data are considered more reliable than

the secondary ones).

7.2. Human-Robot sharing the same workspace

To test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we performed an exper-

iment involving a human operator and a robot moving in the same workspace,640

as shown in the attached video. During the experiment, the robot followed a de-

sired trajectory, while guaranteeing human safety. The desired robot trajectory,

in terms of accelerations and velocities, was planned using an offline simulator.

The movement of the human operator was monitored by two RGB-D sensors

and a skeleton tracker software. When the human operator approached the645

robot during its motion, the system computed the minimum deviation from

the nominal trajectory to guarantee obstacle avoidance and human safety. The
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parameters setting that was used during the experiment is described in Table

1.

Table 1: Parameters setting for the experiment

Data Fusion

Update loop time period: 0.04 s

Number of connected cameras: 2

Linear velocity threshold: 2 m/s

Angular velocity threshold: 10 rad/s

Linear acceleration threshold: 10 m/s2

Angular acceleration threshold: 30 rad/s2

Skeleton Bones

Update loop time period: 0.04 s

Reader and Cartesian Controller:

Update loop time period: 0.04 s

Matrices of PD controller: KP = diag (20, 20, 20, 10, 10, 10)

KD = diag (20, 20, 20, 10, 10, 10)

Safety Optimizer:

Update loop time period: 0.04 s

α: 1.4 rad/s

β: 8 rad/s

γ: 30

∆t 0.04 s

Ds 0.10 m

aE 2

bE 1

UR5 Bridge

Update loop time period: 0.008 s
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(a) 3D View (b) Top view

Figure 16: 3D plot of the nominal trajectory (dotted lines) and of the executed one (solid

lines) of the second (red), third (green) and fifth (black) link during obstacle avoidance.

7.2.1. Robot movements650

The robot movements during the experiment are shown in Figure 16. In this

figure we represent the initial configuration of the robot and the trajectories of

the second, third and fifth links. For each link we plot the nominal trajectory

(dotted lines) and the executed one (solid lines). In this experiment, the human

approached the robot by moving the right arm. The closest human capsule was655

detected as the human hand, while the closest robot capsule was around the

fifth link. As we can see from the figure, the fifth link trajectory had the major

correction, while other links moved accordingly.

7.2.2. Trajectory of the end-effector

In Figure 18 we compare the nominal trajectory of the end-effector with the660

executed one in presence of an obstacle. The plots in Figure 17 show the distance

between each link and the human operator, in particular with the related xh,i.

By relating the plot in Figure 17 with the plots of the robot movements

(18(a), 18(b), 18(c)), we can see how the robot tries to deviate from the nominal

trajectory when at least one distance link-obstacle is inside the gray band. Dr665

indicates the minimum distance we want to preserve to guarantee the human
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Figure 17: Distance between links and obstacle (Dr = 0.10 m).

safety. The more the distance gets closer to this value, the more the robot

deviation is significant.

In the last plot (18(c)) we can notice that the computed deviation is non-

smooth. This behavior is probably due to the use of a PD controller and the670

evaluation of the instantaneous position of the two agents in the optimization

problem, without considering the evolution of robot and human movements.

7.2.3. Non-convergence of the optimization algorithm

In Figure 20 and Figure 19 the time periods where the optimization did

not converge are highlighted. When the optimization does not converge, the675

commanded velocity is scaled from the previous value by a 20%. Only after a

sequence of non-convergence episodes, the resulting velocity is almost null and

the robot stops, preserving human safety. The robot will resume its movements

only after the operator moves away from the robot.

8. Conclusions680

In this work we propose an optimization-based algorithm for collision avoid-

ance to guarantee human safety in a shared human-robot environment. The

algorithm minimizes the difference between the desired acceleration input and

the commanded one, such that the robot keeps following the desired trajectory
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 18: Comparison between the nominal trajectory (blue line) of the end-effector and the

executed one (red line), in relation to the human-robot distance.
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Figure 19: Distance between links and obstacle (Dr = 0.10 m).

(a)

(b)

Figure 20: Comparison between the nominal trajectory (blue line) of the end-effector and the

executed one (red line), when the system cannot converge. We omitted axis z plot since it is

similar to axis y one.
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while guaranteeing human avoidance. To guarantee a collision-free trajectory685

along the whole robot body, we built a Control Barrier Function along each

robot link and we computed the distance between each human-robot link. To

avoid obstruction problems, we implemented a two cameras system with data

fusion, to merge information coming from the two devices. We exploited a

bank of Kalman filters to solve the obstruction problem and to compute human690

velocities and accelerations. In the experimental session we demonstrated the

reliability of the Kalman filter banks and the effectiveness of the proposed colli-

sion avoidance algorithm in a scenario where human and robots share the same

workspace.

The main issue of the proposed method is related to the limitations of the695

vision camera system. For example it can happen that a human joint is incor-

porated in the robot body and it is seen as a whole with the robot. In this

case, raw data coming from the sensors are not reliable and the optimization

problem may not converge. Further works aim at investigating the use of more

reliable RGB-D cameras and skeleton tracking solutions suitable for industrial700

applications.

Future works aim also at implementing prediction of human movements, to

avoid robot reactive behaviors and to plan a smooth robot trajectory during

the deviation from the nominal path. Human intention can be also exploited

to predict when the human itself is trying to avoid the robot. Moreover, we705

aim at combining the proposed method with the Power and Force Limitation

modality, to obtain a safe behavior according to ISO 15066. This would allow to

safely manage collisions, for example when the optimization algorithm does not

converge. Furthermore, in order to certify the safety of the robotic system, we

have to exploit certified depth cameras. However, the main limitation of current710

certified sensors is the low update frequency, that is not compatible with human

movements that occur suddenly. Future works aim at finding the best trade-off

between safe certified vision systems and environments that change abruptly.

Finally, we would like to implement the proposed method in a real industrial

environment for a collaborative robotics application.715
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